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Part 2: Sketchnotes of  readings, authors, Joe Field



Sketchnotes! Visual notetaking in class and to readings

Sketchnote response to readings: Read Groensteen's essay & Lynda Barry's short comic and 
then make a sketchnote of  your response to it - by first reading/watching the quick 
sketchnote resources I have provided.

Read interview w/Mike Rohde on Sketchnoting: https://creativemarket.com/blog/how-to-
sketchnote-an-interview-with-mike-rohde
Watch this short interview w/Giulia Forsythe on Sketchnotes: http://gforsythe.ca/visual-
notes/
Look at this short drawn essay by Scott Torrance https://medium.com/visual-thinking-in-
business/the-shift-from-text-to-visuals-e260ef138fae
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Sketchnote of  a Comics Creator

You are to do a small amount of  research about a comics creator selected in class. 
Wikipedia is fine - but back it up with some other site where you see a sample or 
two of  their work. MAKE a quick sketchnote about your author - what is 
significant about them in the history of  comics - and post that along with an 
image or two of  their work here (this could also be something you redraw or paste 
within your sketchnote). It's not a huge assignment - I just want you to spend a 
little bit of  time learning about someone you are interested in or perhaps never 
heard of. I included these in the class slides.
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Sketchnotes to Joe Field’s talk at the 
comics archive in the library



Gina: I greatly enjoyed the discussion on the history of  comics by Joe Field and a peak into Thomas Rue's amazing collection; we are so 
lucky to have his treasure at SFSU! I wanted to highlight the quote by Mr. Field "Comics are the genesis of  all visual entertainment" 
which was fascinating and made me think about comic cultural significance today.



Justin: I think it was exciting to know that they are adding this collection to 
the archive. I know that specific comics are pretty hard to come by and 
having this collection gives us access to some rare comics.
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